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The Contingent Valuation Method: 
A Post-Kakadu Assessment

Jeff Bennett

r p H E  environmental dimension ot public policy-making continues to grow in 
importance. Decisions as diverse as the relocation of die naval ammunition 

-A- dump from Sydney and die drainage of saline sub-surface water in die Up
per Soudi-East ol Soudi Australia involve environmental issues diat capture public 
interest. Economists charged widi providing information to assist policy-makers in 
diese cases are more and more being requested to deliver esdmates of die values of 
environmental benefits and costs involved. This has proved dillicult because die 
traditional valuation tools used by economists are based on data diat are observable 
in markets. Most environmental benefits and costs, such as biodiversity conserva
tion and air quality, are not bought and sold. New valuation techniques have had to 
be devised. For instance, where quantifiable relationships can be established be
tween lion-marketed environmental effects and marketed goods, economists have 
been able to infer die 11011-market values from available market data. People’s pref
erences, as revealed by dieir behaviour in markets, are dius used to estimate dieir 
values for 11011-marketed environmental goods.

For some environmental effects, diese revealed preference techniques are inef
fective because of die absence of any related markets. This is usually die case for 
die so-called 11011-use values ol die environment. These arise where people experi
ence some gain or loss from die environment even diougli diey do not come in di
rect contact widi it. For example, people may gain satisfaction from die continued 
existence of an endangered species even diougli diey have 110 desire to see it face to 
lace. Similarly, people may suffer a loss when diey hear diat colonies of penguins 
have been harmed because of an oil spill. In such cases, values cannot be estimated 
dirough die analysis of peoples’ revealed preferences. Reliance must be placed 011 
die analysis ol peoples’ stated preferences. One such stated-preference valuation 
techniques is die Contingent Valuation Mediod (CVM).

1
1 lie I ravel Cost Method, for instance, establishes the value of the recreational experience by using

people’s revealed preferences for travelling to a recreational site. The Hedonic Pricing Technique
uses die relationships existing between market prices (for real estate) and determining environmental
factors (traffic noise, air quality) to estimate die value of diose 11011-market factors.
2

The most comprehensive guide to CVM remains Mitchell and Carson (1989).
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The history o f CVM in Australia is a rather chequered one. But a watershed in 
die use o f die technique occurred in 1990 when die Resource Assessment Com
mission (RAC) released die results o f its CVM analysis of die environmental costs 
likely to arise from proposed mining acdvides at Coronation Hill (Imber, Stevenson 
& Wilks, 1990). This study became widely known as die ‘Kakadu study’ because 
die Coronation Hill site is adjacent to Kakadu National Park in die Northern Terri
tory.

The Elements of Contingent Valuation

CVM involves asking a sample of people experiencing die 11011-market benefit or 
cost under consideration how willing diey are to pay for a hypothetical project or 
program diat will eidier provide die benefit or prevent die cost. The mediod is 
called ‘contingent’ because die esdmates o f value it yields are dependent on die 
construct of die ‘market’ diat is formed in die questioning process.

No single template describes all CVM quesdonnaires. But most involve diree 
elements. First, die hypodietical program or project diat is being proposed is de
scribed. For example, a proposal to declare a new Nadonal Park may secure die 
continued survival of an endangered species; or a requirement for all oil tankers to 
be double-hulled may reduce die possibility o f an oil spill. Second, a mechanism 
for eliciting die respondents’ values is established. An ‘open-ended’ payment ques
tion would be o f die form ‘What is die most you would he prepared to pay in in
creased taxes for project X?’. Alternatively, a ‘dichotomous choice’ CVM question 
takes die form ‘W ould you be willing to pay $X in increased taxes for project Z?’, 
where die amount o f $X is varied across a pre-determined range. Third, die socio
economic and attitudinal characteristics o f die respondent arc sought for estimation 
and validation purposes.

Background

The origins of CVM can be traced back to Ciriacy-Wantrup (1947) in die US. In 
Australia, die mediod achieved a public profile only in 1990, widi die release of die 
RAC’s Kakadu study. Prior to diat, CVM applications had been mosdy small-scale 
and limited largely to academic studies. The New Soudi Wales EPA Environ
mental Values Data Base lists twelve Australian CVM studies diat pre-date die one 
at Kakadu. In diese studies, which appear in data collected in 1979 (Bennett, 1984; 
Johnston, 1982; Scott; 1982), die mediod was applied in cases including air quality, 
protected areas, recreation, soil erosion and water quality. Aldiough Australian 
economists lagged behind dieir US counterparts in applying CVM, diey were 
among die vanguard of diose experimenting widi die technique in die rest of die 
world.

The breakdirough in die use o f CVM in Australia occurred when die RAC 
commissioned a study o f die environmental costs expected from a proposed mining

A willingness to accept compensation format is an alternative.
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venture at Coronation Hill. The study was undertaken with a view to providing 
value estimates to be incorporated into a benefit-cost analysis of a proposal to allow 
mining to proceed. It was the first CVM application in Australia that related to a 
high-profile, national policy issue.

The results of the study precipitated a lively debate. The estimate ol the envi
ronmental costs of mining at Coronation Hill provided by die CVM application was 
in the order of 60 times greater dian die esdmate ol die surplus generated by min
ing. Not surprisingly, die interests suppordng die mining venture claimed diat the 
CVM esdmate was unrealisdcally high. They were backed by Brunton (1991), who 
suggested diat respondents to die CVM quesdonnaire had enjoyed a ‘moral free 
lunch’ by registering dieir opinions widi ‘play money’; furthermore, he argued diat 
to compare die ‘play money’ values against die ‘real money’ generated by mining 
was fundamentally flawed. Moran (1991) argued diat respondents to die Kakadu 
CVM quesdonnaire were not constrained by any real budget; nor were diey fully 
appraised of die array of substitute goods diat were available for die Coronation Hill 
site. He also suggested diat most respondents were entirely unfamiliar widi die 
area and were dius very poorly placed to value its environment. The media were 
particularly taken by Moran’s comparison of the per hectare CVM value of die 
Coronation Hill site widi land prices in downtown Tokyo. Moran estimated, on die 
basis of die values ottered by die RAC study, diat Coronation Hill, which had been 
described by one federal minister as ‘clapped-out buffalo country’, was die more 
valuable real estate.

The RAC did not allow die criticism to go unchallenged. Carson (1991), a 
leading American CVM researcher who had been appointed as an adviser to die 
RAC’s CVM project team, attacked die critics’ ‘glib characterisations’, which dem
onstrated ‘a complete lack of understanding of welfare economics’. For instance, 
he argued diat Moran’s comparison of die price per hectare of Tokyo real estate 
widi die consumer surplus per hectare estimate provided by die CVM study of die 
Coronation Hill environment was inappropriate, since two different economic con
cepts were being compared. Furthermore, it was a comparison between a private 
good, where die benefits can be captured by die individual who owns die property, 
and a public good, where individuals’ benefits can be summed. Carson’s rebuttal 
relied very strongly on die evidence, provided by US studies, diat well designed and 
implemented CVM applications are capable of yielding accurate estimates across a 
wide variety of benefits and costs.

Whatever die validity of die Kakadu CVM estimates, die RAC’s final report on 
die proposal to mine Coronation Hill made only passing reference to die study. It 
undertook no explicit benefit-cost analysis of die mining proposal, and included 
only a descriptive statement of die CVM work. But aldiough die critics of CVM 
could view die RAC report a vindication of dieir efforts, dieir criticism was not ef-

4
This has become known as the ‘embedding effect’: when individuals are asked how much they are 

willing to pay for a good as a separate item, they are likely to bid more than when the question forms 
only one component of a sequence of willingncss-to-pay questions.
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fective in ensuring the success of the mining proposal, since the federal government 
decided to incorporate the Coronation Hill site as an extension to Kakadu National 
Park. The decision was, however, based not on environmental factors but radier on 
die significance of die site to die aboriginal people of die area.

The Exxon Valdez and the NO A A Panel

While the debate over die validity’ of die Kakadu CVM study was taking place in 
Australia, a parallel debate was proceeding in die US. Following die grounding of 
die Exxon Valdez in Prince William Sound, Alaska, in 1989, the US federal gov
ernment and die Alaskan State government launched legal suits against die Exxon 
Corporation for die recovery of damages caused to die natural resources affected by 
die resultant oil spill. Under die so-called 'Superfund’ legislation, trustees were 
permitted to sue for loss of use and 11011-use values derived from natural resource 
damage. Furthermore, Department of die Interior regulations specified die CVM 
as an appropriate technique for estimating diese values. With such high stakes in
volved, die CVM became die focus of attention, and valuation studies were com
missioned by die Alaskan and federal governments and by Exxon.

CVM was also receiving attention from anodier quarter. Alter die Exxon Val
dez spill, die US congress passed The Oil Pollution Act as a means of reducing die 
likelihood of future spills and recovering damages if a spill should occur. As part of 
diat legislation, die Department of Commerce, acting dirough die National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), was required to establish regulations 
pertaining to die estimation of damages. To perform die task of drawing up the 
required valuation regulations, NOAA set up a panel of experts, led by Nobel lau
reates Kenneth Arrow and Robert Solow, to assess die ability of die CVM to yield 
reliable estimates of natural resource damages. The panel concluded (Arrow et al., 
1993) diat ‘CV studies can produce estimates reliable enough to be die starting 
point ol a judicial process of damage assessment, including lost passive-use values’.

However, die decision in f avour of die CVM was not unconditional. The panel 
was careful to state diat CVM estimates were only one input into die process of de
termining damage assessments. It was also at pains to put die onus of proof of die 
appropriateness of CVM studies 011 diose undertaking diem. Perhaps most impor
tant, die panel set out numerous guidelines diat it considered necessary to be fol
lowed for a CVM application to yield reliable results. These guidelines —  in much 
condensed form —  are:

5
Use values relate to the benefits people receive from a direct involvement with the resource, such as 

recreational use. Non-use values are enjoyed by people who are removed from the resource; for ex
ample, die benefit received from knowing that an endangered species remains in existence is a 11011-use
value.
6

The issues central to the US debate are set out in papers by Portney (1994), Hanemann (1994) and 
Diamond and Hausman (1994). Portney was a member of the NOAA panel, Hanemann was a con
sultant to die State of Alaska in die Exxon case, and Diamond and Hausman were employed by die 
Exxon Corporation.
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• Personal interviews should be used.
• Willingness to pay for projected events should be elicited.
• The dichotomous choice questioning form should be used.
• The hypothetical situation described should be accurate and understandable.
• Reminders regarding respondents’ budget constraints should be included.
• Reminders of available substitute goods should be included.
• Follow-up questioning to ascertain die level of understanding achieved should 

be included.

It must be noted diat die rigour required by diese guidelines implies diat applying 
die CVM for lidgadon purposes would be cosdy. Furdiermore, die guidelines seem 
intended to generate conservadve esdmates. Neverdieless, it is apparent diat die 
panel’s deliberadons have fordfied die advocates of CVM. However, die out-ol 
court setdement by Exxon for die natural resource damages caused by die Valdez 
spill amounted to only about one-diird of die damages estimated by die trustees’ 
CVM applications. It dierefore remains to be determined how much weight die 
judicial process would give CVM esdmates; but it would seem diat die trustees in 
die Exxon case were confident of a proportion not greater dian one-diird.

Post-Kakadu Applications

In contrast to die US and Europe, only a very limited array of CVM applications 
has been performed in Australia in die 1990s. The debate arising from die 
Kakadu application has discouraged decision makers from commissioning furdier 
studies. Moreover, die scepticism diat arose from die Kakadu study has been rein
forced by some post-Kakadu applications. For instance, die Commission of In
quiry set up by die Queensland government to investigate anodier high-profile re
source use decision —  die future of Fraser Island —  received a submission from 
die Queensland Department of die Environment diat included a CVM application. 
In diis case, die value of die old-growdi forests of die island was estimated. Like die 
Kakadu study, die Fraser Island analysis (Hundloe et ah, 1990) yielded estimates 
diat swamped die value of die extractive resource-use alternative. As widi die 
Kakadu results, die Fraser Island values were not incorporated into die filial report 
of die Commission, and die decision to stop logging on die island was made widiout 
reference to die CVM results.

The RAC undertook a furdier CVM application before its demise in 1994. 
That application, which formed part of die Forest and Timber Inquiry, was de
signed to estimate die value of protecting die old-growdi forests in die soudi-east of 
Australia. The Final Report of die Inquiry noted die results of die study —  which 
were ol a more modest magnitude dian eidier die Fraser Island or Kakadu esti
mates —  but concluded diat diey were not sulFiciendy reliable to form the basis of 
policy decisions (Bennett & Carter, 1994).

A lurdier application of CVM occurred when die NSW Department of Water 
Resources used it in an experiment to estimate die value of water quality improve
ments in die Darling River (Hill, 1994). Currendy, die Australian Bureau of Agri-
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cultural and Resource Economics is involved in a CVM application designed to es
timate some environmental costs of increasing soil salinity levels in the Upper South 
East of South Australia. Other studies have been more academically oriented. Jak- 
obsson (1994) used CVM to estimate the existence value of Leadbeter’s Possum. 
Fladey and Bennett (1994) applied die technique in estimating the values placed by 
Australian tourists visiting Vanuatu on tropical forest protection. Blarney (1995) 
undertook extensive testing of die behavioural assumptions implied in die use ol 
die CVM. But use of die technique has not exploded in Australia as it has else
where.

The NOAA panel’s findings have had a very strong influence on die way in 
which CV studies have been undertaken, especially in die US. It appears diat, in 
order to win legitimacy, studies must be matched against die NOAA guidelines. 
This is true not just for studies diat are aimed at providing evidence for litigation, 
but also for applications designed to provide ball-park value estimates to natural 
resource decision-makers. The effect of diis has been to make die CVM a more 
complex and more expensive instrument to implement. This is demonstrated by a 
CVM application performed by Carson et al. (1994) for NOAA as evidence lor a 
Superfund litigation case. The application involved estimating die environmental 
costs caused by die release of DDT and PCBs into die Southern Californian Bight 
dirough die outfall pipes of die Los Angeles County sewer system. The study took 
over diree years to complete. The development work included focus groups, cog
nitive interviews, small pre-tests and pilot studies. The main survey consisted of 
2,810 in-person interviews. The findings of die study are reported in a volume of 
250 pages and are accompanied by an even diicker volume of appendices. At every 
stage, die study’s development and performance is self-evaluated by comparison 
widi die recommendations of die NOAA panel. In particular, extensive ‘reliability’ 
tests are performed. Primarily, diese involve die assessment of relationships be
tween respondents’ valuation choices and various independent variables such as the 
cost of remedial works, die respondents’ socio-economic characteristics, and dieir 
interest in, and proximity to, die damage. However, most stress is placed on die 
ability of die valuation data to demonstrate sensitivity to die scope of die environ
mental damage described to respondents in die CVM survey. That is, it was neces
sary to show diat die CVM-generatcd value for extensive damage is significandy 
greater dian a similarly determined estimate of lesser damage.

Clearly, die expense involved in undertaking a study of die magnitude of die 
Carson et al. (1994) work will rarely be justified in die Australian context. The 
value of die improved information provided by such a study has to be weighed

7
Evidence of this explosion is provided in Carson et al. (1995), which lists 2,131 CVM studies and 

papers world-wide. Hie CVM  Newsletter, coordinated from die Swedish University of Agricultural
Sciences, is now distributed to 225 members worldwide.
S

Carson et al. (1994) report a per household estimate of US$55.61 for the damage. This extrapolates 
over die population of California to an aggregate estimate of US$575m (widi a standard enor of 
$27m).
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agains: the additional costs of supplying it. As Flatley and Bennett (1994) point out, 
die future of CVM, particularly in developing country applications, will be deter
mined by its ability to provide reliable information at an affordable cost. The direc
tion taken by CVM applications in the US litigation setting is dierefore questionable 
for a wide range of cases where 11011-market value information would be useful to 
decision makers. What dien are die alternadves?

Choice Modelling

The NOAA panel findings are important in providing policy-makers using CVM 
results some guidance as to die quality of die estimates provided. However, die 
importance diat has been placed 011 die findings of die NOAA panel, and the im
plied seal ol approval it has given a pardcular version of CVM, may militate against 
die development ol a wide diversity of mediodological variadons. Such diversity is 
important in die evoludon ol die technique. The greater die array of CVM variants 
being trialed, die greater will be die chance and rate of improvement.

The brake 011 die development of CVM diis implies will most likely be applied 
hardest in die areas of lidgadon and policy advice. It can be expected diat experi
mentation will continue among academic researchers. This trend is evident from 
recent work diat has attempted to merge CVM widi techniques developed in die 
disciplines ol markedng and psychology. The resultant approach has become 
known as ‘choice modelling’ (Louviere, 1994). I11 a choice modelling exercise, re
spondents are faced widi a sequence of choices between two or more options. Each 
option is made up ol a set ol attributes which includes die 11011-marketed element 
under consideration and a cost factor. Varying die levels of attributes gives rise to 
die array ol options diat make up die choice set. For instance, in a study aimed at 
estimating die existence value ol tropical rainforest reserves in Vanuatu, Rolfe and 
Bennett (1996) present respondents widi a set of 16 choices. Each choice is be
tween two alternative proposals to set aside areas of tropical rainforests. Each pro
posal is made up ol a specific combination of pre-tested attributes such as rarity, 
size, location and cost. The choices made by respondents are analysed statistically 
to determine die impact ol each attribute. I11 turn, die contribution made by each 
attribute to die utility ol die respondent relative to die contribution made by money 
is estimated, dius quantifying die trade-oil dial respondents are willing to make be
tween more ol die 11011-marketed attributes and less money. This is die willingness- 
to-pay measure ol value diat is required by benefit-cost analysis.

Choice modelling can be viewed simply as a variant of die CVM. Whereas die 
dichotomous choice model ol die CVM involves a single choice where only die 
11011-market element and die cost attributes are varied across die options available, 
choice modelling embodies a wider array of factors diat are variable. The dichoto
mous choice ol CVM is dierefore expanded and repeated under choice modelling. 
What dien is gained by die deepening and widening process?

Choice modelling has at least live advantages over conventional CVM. First, it 
allows die valuation exercise to be framed adequately. Widi a CVM application, it 
is necessary to ensure diat respondents are well aware of die range of substitute and
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complement goods that are available, so that the single valuation choice made is not 
taken in a vacuum. Usually, diis involves respondents being given a statement ol 
availability and a caution to ensure dial they bear in mind the availability ot other 
goods when making their choice. This is an adjunct to die questioning process and 
may not be well assimilated by respondents. Under die choice modelling approach, 
substitute and complement goods can be included as options or as attributes, and 
become integral to die choice process. The framing provided is dierefore much 
stronger. In die Rolfe and Bennett (1996) study, die Vanuatu rainforest reserves 
being valued are framed against an array of substitute areas in bodi Australia and 
overseas.

Second, under die choice modelling approach, cost is only one of a number of 
attributes diat vary across a sequence of choices. This tends to downplay die signifi
cance of die dollar value trade-off in die choice exercise. The incendve for respon
dents to behave strategically could dius be smaller dian under die CVM approach, 
where die dollar trade-off is made more explicit. Choice modelling also makes it 
possible to introduce a range of marketed and lion-marketed goods as options. 
This can assist respondents in coming to terms widi die concept of 11011-marketed 
goods being included in choices where money is involved.

Third, die variety of attributes and options diat can be presented to respondents 
makes it possible to reduce die significance of any particular attribute or option diat 
evokes significant protest. This situation may arise if specific ill-will is directed at a 
corporation or a government diat is involved in die provision of a 11011-marketed 
effect diat could impact on respondents’ choices independent of dieir underlying 
valuations.

Fourdi, die introduction of bodi marketed and 11011-marketed goods in a choice 
modelling exercise opens die way for die calibration of die 11011-market effect. It is 
also possible to integrate market data relating to ex post circumstances into choice 
modelling data to calibrate die data. For instance, Ixiuviere (1994) demonstrates 
die integration of travel-cost mediod (revealed preference) into a set of choice 
modelling (stated preference) data to calibrate estimates of ski-field recreational val
ues.

Finally, choice modelling allows die various contributing attributes of an option 
to be valued. It is dierefore possible to create hypodietical scenarios of option 
combinations and carry out ex mite estimations of value. The technique presents 
an opportunity to introduce a new degree of flexibility into die value estimation 
process. It makes it possible to transfer valuations across a variety of case studies. 
For instance, a choice modelling exercise directed at valuing wedands, generically, 
could provide data relevant to die valuation of a wide range of specific wedand sites.

Choice modelling dius appears to offer some advantages over conventional 
CVM as an estimation technique. But its development is still at a relatively early 
stage; and some doubts remain about its applicability. I11 particular, its ability to 
yield dollar valuations for 11011-market effects relies 011 a set of relatively restrictive 
assumptions. Substantial experimentation in developing die technique will be re
quired for choice modelling to come of age. For instance, very litde work has yet
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been done on die use of choice modelling to estimate non-use environmental val
ues such as existence demand.

Conclusions

CVM has become widely used and accepted in die IIS and Europe as a technique 
for die estimation of 11011-market effects. Its acceptance in Australia has been far 
more limited and, as a consequence, it has been applied radier sparingly. This is 
despite particularly strong demands for estimates of 11011-market values being ex
pressed by diose responsible for resource use decisions where environmental con
sequences are apparent.

The high profile of die RAC’s Kakadu study, die heated debate diat followed it, 
and its eventual relegation from die policy-relevant category discredited it in die eyes 
of many Australian policy-makers. Subsequent domestic applications of die tech
nique have done litde to improve its local standing. For CVM to achieve in Austra
lia die status it has attained overseas, policy-makers will need to become better in
formed about die technique itself. like all tools of economic analysis, it has 
strengdis and weaknesses. Its results need to be interpreted carefully. Above all, 
users of CVM results need to be aware of die differences between good and poor 
applications of die technique. As has been demonstrated by die NOAA panel, 
many elements of a CVM study may be used to judge its reliability as a source of 
policy relevant information. Perhaps die single most important point for policy
makers to realise is diat die CVM will never provide simple answers for all natural 
resource allocation problems. All it can do is provide anodier element of informa
tion to die decision-making process. Over time, die quality of die information pro
vided by CVM and its descendants, such as choice modelling, will be improved, but 
it will never be a panacea.
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